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New Life/Nowe Życie 
 
Absurd comedy  ‘Fringe’ version, 40 minutes or so to Honorata Lysiak 
 
 [The play features a Polish woman trying to build a new life in Scotland. If desired or suitable, the text can 
be reworked to suit almost any nationality and relocation. The names of the characters could be retranslated, 
eg Marzena being any name which implies a dreamer or adventurer — see glossary. Town names should be 
derived from dialect or linguistic roots for small towns, and can be set near to any major centre.] 
 

CAST 
 

MARZENA  a Polish woman in her early twenties, moving to Scotland to begin a new life 
 

All other parts are played by two other actors, one male, one female. 
The actors should be similar ages to Marzena but will be required to 
wear costumes and assume other ages throughout. 

 

RUTA  Marzena’s best friend, from their schooldays 
 

ROSTEK Marzena’s ex-boyfriend 
 

MARYLA  I Marzena’s older sister, a conventional housewife 
NARCYZ NUDNIK  and her brother-in-law, a small businessman 
 
MAMA I TATA  Marzena’s parents 
  i  dzieci children ~ two or three cutouts, to the art director’s taste, representing Marzena’s 

younger siblings. 
 

PRZEMYSŁAW  Narcyz Nudnik’s business partner 
         DUPKIEMSKI  
 

OLIWIA  leader of the Miasteczko chamber of commerce 
        BEZDUSZNIK  
 

 
Whenever a character other than Marzena leaves the action, they 
should be replaced on the stage with a life-size cardboard cutout of that 
character. Thus the stage gradually fills with people, even though the 
cast never exceeds three. Other cutouts (children etc) are brought on as 
indicated. At various points, extra random cutouts (workmen, artists, 
anything, however silly) may be added as the ‘invasion’ is described.  

 
SET 
 

A reasonably sized kitchen/diner/lounge in a flat in Weeton, a small Scottish town. 
One ‘door’ leads off stage left to the outside world, and two stage right to bed- and 
bathrooms.  
There is a sofabed against one wall, though it is plain this is not the main or only 
bedroom. A desk and chair set on another wall, with a laptop etc. The laptop should 
have a hole for the monitor screen. 
In the centre at the back is a small dining table with a few random items. Other seats 
or floorcushions, if there’s room on the stage and in the budget. 
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Act I 
scene 1 

 
Enter MARZENA, stage left, pulling a suitcase on wheels. She parks it 
near the back of the room and looks round, talking to herself. 

 
MARZENA: It’s not just arriving with your stuff, getting unpacked. It’s when you start to buy stuff 

locally – go to the local shops, cook something, add personal touches — ah, that’s when 
you feel you start a new life! Can’t wait! 

 
She surveys the room and starts to arrange a few things. 

 
It’s a nice size. A long way from the city but that’s one reason it’s cheap – by UK standards 
anyway. And the bus is quite good, as long as I don’t want to stop out late. But it all suits 
me. I am a small town girl.  I came here to get away from Miasteczko, not small towns. So I 
think Weeton is fine for me! 
 
Good sized rooms. Tiny … cosy bedroom for me, and enough room in here to have a guest 
or two. It’ll be nice to see people one day — as long as nobody comes for a while — or for 
long. 
 

She comes to the front of the stage and addresses the audience. 
Addressing the audience, her accent is more Polish (as she is now 
understood to be speaking English). 

 
Oh, hello! You catch me talking to self. Not crazy — I hope — just excited by new home.  
 
I want ‘peace and quiet’, basically. Space. Chance to breathe. And quite undemanding but 
ludicrously well-paid job of course. And when I settle in, I want to get down at some 
painting, find, like you say, artistic voice — then, who knows? 
 
No, no – I am realistic girl, of course. I know I have to serve coffee for minimum wage and 
just forget to mention on c.v. about masters degree in fine art and prizes for writing and 
painting. Stupid little Polish girl with many years experience making cappuccino, ‘which is 
only ambition and only joy in life, please Mr Café Man. Yes I have experience, honest, this 
particular machine just a little infamiliar for me.’ 
 
Understand please — I love my country, my family, my town, of course. Already I miss a 
little. Well – very little. But small town where everybody knows you, where is your family, 
your school friends and where is everybody so conventional, so boring, so stupid — you 
understand of course. You are smart people — you go to theatre at least. Where I am from, 
nobody goes to see plays. Sitting in front of tv is intellectual demanding. You think some of 
your shows are crap?! 
 
All I mean, is no place for girl with artistic soul, with ambition to be creative genius. No, of 
course, I do not expect Weeton is intellectual hot bed — all ‘pub and chip shop’ of course. 
But from here Edinburgh is nearer than Warsaw from Miasteczko — ah, I miss university 
days in Warsaw! So why I don’t move there? Not such big difference in economy any more. 
Ah yes, but I want to start new life as far as possible from old. New town, new culture, new 
galleries, new friends — total new life. 
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MARZENA: And of course I spend many years learning English. Quite useful of course — even in 

Scotland! 
 

She continues to address the audience but goes over towards her case. 
 
I will soon miss friends of course, especially Ruta. She say she quite want to visit one day 
— but for now I prefer own space — and good memory. What funs we had! 
 
Well, sort of funs — she is happy with small town life, of course, and boring clothes, and 
highest ambition is to be happy wife and busy mother to some boring farty man. But still is 
fun girl. 
 
Maybe when she visit me I show her bright lights of Scotland and she change mind a bit. 
No hurry for this. First I settle in. First I unpack … do widzenia … I mean, ‘see you laters’. 
 

MARZENA takes her case off to the bedroom. After she leaves, there is a 
knock at the flat door. Re-enter MARZENA from bedroom (optionally, 
she can come on in a different outfit). 

 
MARZENA: Who can this be? Coming! [Opens door to see RUTA there with a small case] 
RUTA:  Surprise!!! 
MARZENA: Ruta! Wow! I mean — yeah, I mean, Wow!  
RUTA:  Hi darling. Don’t I get a hug?  [They embrace] Told you I’d come and visit. 
MARZENA: Yeah, I know. That’s great. I kinda thought I’d get more time to settle in first, but … 
RUTA:  You’ve been here nearly a month; how long do you need?  
MARZENA: God, is it a month already? How have I survived so long without my friends around? 
RUTA:  Do I sense a touch of sarcasm? 
MARZENA: Not too much. It’s just been so hectic, sorting out all the paperwork, getting to know 

the lie of the land, registering for doctors, job agencies … 
RUTA:  Oh, so difficult for you! But it was your choice to go and start your ‘new life’. 
MARZENA: Too true, I’m not complaining; I’m loving it. But I am also keen to get a breathing 

space and work out what I’m going to do with my art and all that shit, of course. 
RUTA:  And all those things take a whole month? I thought I was prone to procrastination. 
MARZENA: Hey, I can beat you at procrastination the day … 
RUTA:  … the day after any day, I know — no time even to think up any new gags, then? 
MARZENA: Ooh, you bitch. You’re right though, I don’t know where the time’s gone. But I will 

be making a start soon. Er … so, how long are you thinking of staying? 
RUTA:  No idea yet — don’t worry sweetheart, if it’s more than a few days, I’ll keep out of your 

crazy hair as much as I can, explore the place on my own. Wouldn’t want to stop the 
genius from flowering in its new soil. 

MARZENA: Now who’s being sarcastic? But yeah, that’d be cool. As long as we also get to do the 
town together, eh? Like old times, the terrible twosome? 

RUTA:  Do this place? Doesn’t seem to be a lot here. And you said Miasteczko was dullsville! 
MARZENA: Oh Weeton’s a nice, quiet place. The pub’s OK but I meant the big city. That’s less 

than an hour away on the bus. 
RUTA:  Yes, I know, that’s how I got here. Some lovely views too. 
MARZENA: Aha. So you’re impressed by my new home then? 
RUTA:  Oh yes, it’s very nice. But I don’t know. The city struck me as a bit dirty and crowded 

and impersonal, while this place seems too small … and dead. Miasteczko just seems the 
perfect compromise to me. And it’s my home, with my family and all my friends — 
except for one nutter with itchy feet. 
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MARZENA: One nutter who thinks life’s not just about safe familiar stuff and families and guys — 

and how many places you can go dancing or drinking? Anyway bigger towns have more 
of those, plus they have art galleries and theatres and stuff. 

RUTA:  Yeah, yeah, I know all that. And they have more muggers and rapists and drugs. Anyway 
Miasteczko has three clubs… 

MARZENA: Yeah, all crap. And the world’s dullest people. 
RUTA:  Like your family and friends, right? 
MARZENA: Yes — sometimes!  Family whose only wish is for me to ‘settle down’ and make 

more family, and friends who think Wojtek’s Bar is remotely cool. 
RUTA: Well pardon me if we haven’t all been away to study arty-farty stuff in the big city, and 

been turned into superior beings, too good for a normal life. 
MARZENA: Hey, I’m sorry, don’t be like that. What’s wrong with having ambition? It doesn’t 

make me too good for anything; I still like a boozy night out and a dance or six. Maybe I 
wasted too much of the last month trying to find the cool places to hang out … 

RUTA:  That I can believe! If I know you, you’ll have found every bar and nightclub in a fifty 
kilometre radius in the first week. 

MARZENA: Dunno about that, there’s a few more here than back home, even I’m stretched. But 
yeah, I know one or two. Some nearly as bad as Barbarzyńca! 

RUTA:  Bad? There you go again, rubbishing everything from home on principle. I thought you 
liked it there. Your kind of music, all aggressive and noisy? 

MARZENA: Of course. As Miasteczko goes it’s fine. That’s my point. They tend to be a lot cooler 
up the road in Edinburgh. Don’t say it — of course there’s no shortage of Scottish 
arseholes, but there’s also no chance of meeting up with that jerk Rostek. 

RUTA:  Not missing him then? He still talks a lot about you. 
MARZENA: He talks a lot full stop! No, not missing him one bit. Good riddance. 
RUTA:  He says he can’t live without you. 
MARZENA: Then why did he treat me like shit? I can live without shit. Anyway, I believe the 

correct answer to “can’t live without you” is, “so why aren’t you dead yet?” 
 

There is a knock at the door. 
 
MARZENA: [jokingly, going to door] That’ll be him now, of course. [ROSTEK appears in the 

doorway, wearing a huge backpack] Oh shit, it is! 
ROSTEK: Hi, babe! 
MARZENA: What the fuck are you doing here? Does the phrase, ‘never want to see you again’ 

have a different meaning for you than for me? 
ROSTEK: I know, I know, but we need to talk. I’ve been a fool, I know that, but I kind of thought 

you might think differently by now, now you’ve had time to think things over … 
MARZENA: Well I don’t, do I Ruta? 
RUTA:  No, she doesn’t.  Hi, Rostek. 
ROSTEK: Oh, hi Ruta, what are you doing here? [to MARZENA] So you don’t miss me, even a little? 
RUTA:  No, she doesn’t. 
MARZENA: OK, Ruta, I can tell him. No I don’t. Not one tiny bit. So what are you doing here? 

Even if I was going to miss you, because maybe I went crazy or Hell had frozen over or 
something, I think I could have told you by email or text or something. Maybe the last 
thing I’d want is to find you, unannounced, out of the blue, on the doorstep of my new 
life. 

ROSTEK: Yeah, I know that, but I couldn’t help thinking that if by any slim chance you were 
starting to have regrets or miss me or whatever, it might have been a real nice surprise. 

RUTA:  I don’t think it is. 
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MARZENA: Shut up, Ruta. She’s right though, it so fucking isn’t. 
RUTA:  I think she’s pissed off enough that I turned up. 
MARZENA: Yes, and I can almost stand her. No, just kidding, Rutie, you knows I loves ya. But 

you, shithead, I currently want to kill. 
RUTA:  [dramatically] She vants to be aloooone! 
MARZENA: Piss off. I just wanted peace to establish myself, to shake off the dust of home, before 

I saw folks again — and in my own time. Except you, Rostek, who I never wanted to see 
alive again, ever. 

ROSTEK: You can’t blame a guy for trying, though, can you? 
MARZENA: Actually … let me think a second … yep, I think I can. And I bloody do too. 
ROSTEK: Well tough, cos I’m not giving up that easily. Like it or not, I’m going to hang around 

and try to change your mind. 
MARZENA: And where were you planning on staying, while you attempt the impossible? 
ROSTEK: Well, here, of course. 
MARZENA: Well that’s not helping your cause, you cocky bastard.  
RUTA:  And anyway, you can’t, cos she already has a guest. 
MARZENA: Which is also news to me! You mean you have nowhere to stay either?  
RUTA:  Er, no. I just assumed … 
MARZENA: Looks like there’s a lot of assuming going on. I only live here, of course, no reason I 

should have a say or be asked in advance, is there?  
RUTA:  You mean I can’t stay? It’s kinda late to be finding a hostel. 
MARZENA: Well maybe you should have thought about that before you … fuck it, yeah, I guess 

you can stay for a night or two, the sofa makes into a kind of bed thing …  
ROSTEK: And your bed’s a double, I … er … assume. 
MARZENA: Yeah. This time you assume right. My bed is a double. And yours is a bench in the 

park down the road! It’s only cos I’m more pissed off with you that I’m letting Ruta off 
her cheek. 

ROSTEK: Oh come on, babe, it’s cold out there. 
MARZENA: Welcome to Scotland. It’s always cold out there. Don’t stay long enough to get used 

to it. And don’t call me ‘babe’ — unless you think you’d feel warmer without your balls. 
RUTA:  Oh, Marzetka, let him stay just tonight. I’ll share with you and if he doesn’t behave 

himself, I’ll help you with the castration. 
MARZENA: [sighs, resignedly] Okay, hon. That’s what friends are for, I guess. You’re a lucky 

bastard, Rostek, but I want you out of here first thing tomorrow. If you must stay around, 
the two of you can hang out together while I’m trying to make something of this so-called 
‘new’ life.  

ROSTEK: Great!  I’m gonna be part of this new life of yours, and you’re gonna thank me too. 
MARZENA: Don’t count on it, buster. Anyway, as you say, it is getting late, I’m tired and you 

guys have been travelling all day. We can fight some more in the morning — before you 
leave.  Come on, Ruta, the bedroom’s through here … 

 

She takes RUTA’s hand and they move towards the bedroom door.  
ROSTEK moves to follow them, at which MARZENA turns to the audience 
and shrugs, with a look of exasperated incredulity. 

 

MARZENA: … and your sofa is there. Good luck setting it up!  
 

As she exits, Marzena turns off the light and the room goes dark as she 
slams the door. 

 

ROSTEK:  Hey! 
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scene 2 

 
While the lights are out, exit ROSTEK. Two life-sized cutouts of ROSTEK 
and RUTA are placed on the stage, reasonably well to the back but 
noticeable. 
 
Enter MARZENA from the bedroom.  

 
MARZENA: Good morning Scotland.  What a week! ‘One night only,’ turn into three, before I get 

rid of Rostek. Not totally rid of, of course. He has found flat only a few street away and 
work, on building site. And then Ruta stayed rest of a week. For her, enough to have fun 
night or two, enough to get on my nerves and also enough to fall in love with Scotland! 
So “how you can want to leave Miasteczko?” turn into, “I coming to live here too.” Then 
she get pissed off I don’t want her to share flat with me, and so she sharing with bloody 
Rostek! 

 
At least I have my space back … [glances ruefully over at cutouts] … sort of. [starts to 
move things around] I need to make some space now to get started on paintings and shit. 
Ideas starting to flow now I feel some freedom. And maybe I need to hurry. Already my 
family talk of visit their poor little girl, lost in strange land — Scotland has reputation 
worldwide! Only joking, of course. [Computer sound from desk] Ah, talk of devils, that 
will be my sister on the Skype. 

 
MARZENA goes over to the desk. Crouching behind a fake laptop, 
MARYLA’s head appears, as if on the screen.  

 
MARZENA: Good morning, sis. How are things in Glocca Morra? 
MARYLA : Where?! Less than two months away, and she’s forgotten the name of her home, I see. 

I’m Maryla, in case you forgot; your older sister, who misses you? 
MARZENA: OK, OK. So how are things in Miasteczko? 
MARYLA : Surprisingly good; somehow the town is managing without its resident diva 
MARZENA:  I wouldn’t expect it not to. Nothing changes that place. 
MARYLA : Which is what some of us like about it. Maybe that appeals less to the adolescent mind, 

but when … 
MARZENA: Hey! I am twenty-four you know. 
MARYLA : Really? Sometimes it’s hard to remember there’s only five years between us. I wonder 

why that is? 
MARZENA: Maybe because one of us is already middle-aged? 
MARYLA : I say ‘mature’ … 
MARZENA: …and you say ‘childish’, [sings] Let’s call the whole thing off. 
MARYLA : What are you on, Marzena? Distance makes you no easier to understand, I see. But 

you’re right: there’s no point arguing. Only time can cure your craziness. [meaningfully] 
Or perhaps opportunity … 

MARZENA: Opportunity? Opportunity for what? 
MARYLA : That’s what I’m calling about. Nar … 
MARZENA: Oh, not just for abuse then — that makes a nice change — sorry; do go on. 
MARYLA : Thank you … I have some good news about Narcyz. 
MARZENA: He’s left you! He’s been kidnapped by pirates … eaten by horses? 
MARYLA : Don’t be such a cow. He’s a good man, you should get such a one. Just because he 

works hard and actually makes money for his family, you have to look down on him, eh? 
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MARZENA: Ach, Nudnik by name, nudnik by nature, but he puts food on the table and cures 

insomnia wherever he goes. 
MARYLA : You ungrateful little witch! 
MARZENA: Ungrateful for what, for God’s sake? 
MARYLA : The job. 
MARZENA: Job? What job? What’s with the riddles today? 
MARYLA : The job that Narcyz has for you in his business, that’s what job. The job with good 

hours and good pay. And the job, I’ll be perfectly honest with you, which I’ve advised 
him to offer to someone else, someone who might be competent and reliable and even 
grateful. 

MARZENA: Well thank you! How about you, have you considered moving into public relations? 
You have a natural flair. And now you can use all that tact and charm to tell Narcyz 
where he can stick his stupid job. 

MARYLA : That’s it. Prove me right, why don’t you? I told him you wouldn’t listen. 
MARZENA: Of course! Because you know I came here to start a new life. You know I want to get 

away from the humdrum and small-minded place, at least while I make something of 
myself. And most of all, you know I want to be an artist or a writer, not some boring fart 
of an office worker! 

MARYLA : Oh for God’s sake. I know I’m wasting my breath here, but what’s to stop you doing 
your stupid ‘art’ in the evenings or at weekends, knowing you have some money in the 
bank? What’s so great about wasting all your time and energy finding your way round a 
new environment when you could be earning, and writing your masterpieces? Or do you 
have to live this romantic dream of the starving artist — at least until you have to run 
back begging to the family when your belly tells you the starving bit is not so romantic 
after all? 

MARZENA: Yadda, yadda, yadda. Always the same old song. I need space, I need a new 
environment, you moron; I can’t create in those conditions, especially with a family who 
won’t get off my back about jobs and marriage and all that shit. Anyhow, I will be getting 
a job, as soon as … 

MARYLA : That’s right, you’re such a genius, you’ll soon be in the best hotels in town —changing 
the sheets for a few złoty a day — almost enough to cover UK rents and prices. Oh, but 
I’m just a moron, who thinks maybe here you could earn a living wage, get your own 
apartment, for that ‘space’ you need, and still put some aside. That way you have 
something saved up and something on the c.v., for when you finally grow out of this 
‘famous artist’ pipe-dream! 

MARZENA: Well maybe not everyone thinks this place is so crap. Ruta came to visit and she’s 
decided to stay. And even that jerk Rostek already found work here on a building site — 
though that’s more so he can bug me, of course. 

MARYLA : Rostek? You shouldn’t be so hard on that guy. Builders don’t do so badly, and a 
fruitcake like you gets precious few chances at a decent match — OK, OK, he messed 
you around, but what guy won’t? 

MARZENA: Oh, for fuck’s sake! 
MARYLA : Yes, I know: I’m wasting my breath as usual. Maybe if your Weeton is so appealing, 

we shall have to come over and look after you, since you’re obviously as incapable of 
doing that as you are of keeping a civil tongue in your head. 

MARZENA: I can run my own life fine, thank you. At least I don’t spend most of my time trying to 
run other people’s, cos I don’t have one of my own. Fuck you! 
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MARYLA’s head disappears and MARZENA slams shut the lid of the 
‘laptop’.  

 
MARYLA : [sighs and turns to address audience] Now I feel bad. Was typical call, I’m afraid. Is 

never good to fight, especially with family.  I know they care, of course, but never trying 
to understand. Always conventional ideas. If Chopin — no, if your Shakespeare — ah, 
no, if your Rabbie Burns listen to that sort of thing, nobody heard of some respectable 
happy-married Scottish farmer, nobody write good poem to make eating haggis less 
boring. 

 
 Oh, I wish we could be happy family, who respect views … ‘agree to differ’, like you say. 

Two sisters having friendly chat and hug over glass of wine to make all right. 
 
There is a knock at the door. When MARZENA opens it we see MARYLA 

and NARCYZ standing there. 
 

Maryla!  And Narcyz too!  
 

MARZENA looks from couple to laptop and back again, apparently very 
confused … turns to the audience and shrugs. 
 

[to audience] Magic of theatre! 
[to couple]  So soon? I was just talking … I mean thinking about you. 

MARYLA : Oh, sis, I felt so bad about how we kept arguing. 
MARZENA: Ah, me too. [they embrace]  
MARYLA :  } [ together] I thought we … 

MARZENA:} We shouldn’t … haha, after you … 
MARYLA : Well, maybe we are being a bit hard on you, we all have to make our own mistakes in 

life … 
NARCYZ:  The person who never makes a mistake never makes anything.  
MARYLA : … as I was saying, we thought maybe we should come out here to see what the place 

was like, how you were getting on, offer some practical support … 
NARCYZ: A helping hand.  
MARYLA : … if we can, if you need anything. 
MARZENA: I can manage on my own; that was kind of the point of the exercise. 
MARYLA :  We know that, darling, but you never know. And we want to be able to assure Mama 

and Papa that their girl is doing fine. We know you’re all gwowed up, but to them you’ll 
always be the baby. 

MARZENA: I have two younger brothers! 
MARYLA : Yes, but they aren’t old enough to act as immature as you yet.  
MARZENA: Here we go again! 
MARYLA : Oh come on, take a joke, can’t you? 
NARCYZ:  And if I can’t offer you a job back home, maybe you can help me find some business 

opportunities over here. A whole new market. One stone, at least two birds. 
MARZENA: So how long are you planning to stay, she said, hoping for the answer, ‘not very’? 

And where? I see no bags, I’m glad to say. 
MARYLA : Oho, worry not, little one. We wouldn’t want to take up your space any more than 

you’d want us to.  
NARCYZ:  We’re booked in at the local inn, such as it is, this ‘Kilt and Claymore’, at least until 

we move into the new apartment. 
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MARZENA: The what?! 
MARYLA : Yes, Narcyz already found a place on the web and we had a look at it on the way here. 

Isn’t he clever? 
MARZENA: Oh, a total genius! 
NARCYZ:  Thanks. It is really good value — maybe because it’s over the cheep shop. Is that a bad  

thing? 
MARZENA: ‘Cheap shop’?  I didn’t think you’d find any of the shops cheap in Scotland, not after 

Miasteczko. 
NARCYZ:  No, not ‘cheap shop’; ‘cheep shop’ [they sound identical] … the café which sells 

absolutely everything fried, with cheeps! 
MARZENA: Oh, you mean the chip shop! [to audience] That joke doesn’t even work in Polish! [to 

NARCYZ, archly] Oh no, you’ll be fine there. Nice quiet spot, I believe. 
MARYLA : Well, we’re going to go and settle in now and you must be our guest at dinner tonight. 
MARZENA: I wouldn’t miss it for anything! 

 
MARZENA shows them both out, with farewells ad-lib. Comes to front 
and addresses audience. As she does so, cutouts of MARYLA and 

NARCYZ are placed to the back of the stage, which she nods towards at 
the appropriate moment. 
  

Not ‘not very’ long, of course. Looks like they are here to stay almost for ever! Less than 
one month and Narcyz has started up more than one business. What he do? I never know. 
He just say, ‘I am businessman,’ or ‘finger in many pie’. Whatever he do, he now offer 
jobs to people from back home and help with moving to Scotland. Not just to Scotland, 
mainly to bloody Weeton! My bloody Weeton! 
 

While MARZENA is saying this, more cutouts are placed behind her, 
dressed as all kinds of trades- and businessmen and women. 
  

Even the guy who just fix my washing machine [waves to a cutout in a boiler suit], I was 
at school with him!  Excuse me, I need some air. 
 

Exit MARZENA to outside world 
 
 

curtain/lights 
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scene 3 

 
curtain/lights up (possibly to even more crowded stage). Enter 
MARZENA  from street, ten minutes later. 
 

MARZENA: Half people in street is Polish! Miasteczko must be ghost town. I wonder how my 
parents manage in empty place, most of family gone? Not so bad, maybe. Father just 
need his friends in bar, Mother has her gossips still, not so many old people come here 
for famous Scottish care homes. Is good thing about small town, always somebody to 
help with the weans and stuff, of course. Assuming anybody left!  

 
Knock at street door.  MARZENA opens it. Enter MAMA I TATA dragging 
two cutout children, MARZENA‘s brothers. Hugs and greetings ad-lib 
for an astonished and speechless MARZENA. Throughout the scene 
parents seem to take no notice of anything she actually says. 

 
TATA: Heeeeey! Here she is, my little Princess! 
MAMA : Darling! Surprised? 
MARZENA: Shocked, even. Why didn’t anybody tell me you …? 
MAMA : We just had to come over and see all our family. We have to see what’s so special about 

this new life you discovered! So few left at home now. Narcyz is doing good business 
selling the empty properties to Scottish people, I think. Miasteczko is full of people we 
can’t understand a word of what they say … 

MARZENA: I think the English know the feeling. 
MAMA : … but not many of the men wearing those skirts.  
TATA: Kilts. 
MAMA : What am I like? Anyway we know if we told you, you’d only have tried to put us off — 

“such a long way at your age” and so on … 
MARZENA: Or maybe just “I want to build my own life here”? 
MAMA : … so we got Narcyz to arrange all the tickets and meet us at the airport and everything 

and keep it a secret from our little girl until we turned up. 
MARZENA: I suppose he’s found you nice rooms at the “Skirt and Claymore” too. 
TATA: You mean “Spódnica i Pałasz”? The tavern near here? They changed the name, Maryla 

told me. Most customers being Polish. And the new landlord. 
MAMA : But no, we thought we’d stay for a longer time and explore Scotland a bit, so Narcyz has 

found us a really nice house at the edge of the village with lovely views across to the hills. 
MARZENA: You must be joking! 
MAMA : No. They’re a good bit smaller than the Tatra but very bonny in their way. 
TATA: And half of Miasteczko seems to live here now, maybe we should stay too. 
MARZENA: Oh, please don’t. 
MAMA : It’d be great, we can see all our old friends and keep an eye on our little girl. Have you 

found a nice Scottish fellow, maybe? 
MARZENA: How can I? Most of the guys here are from home! 
MAMA : Anyway, we thought you really ought to come over and see our new place. Narcyz is in 

the car outside, so we mustn’t keep him waiting, he’s such a busy businessman and it’s so 
nice of him to …. 

TATA: Coming? 
MARZENA: [resignedly] Oh, why the heck not? [Exeunt omnes. MARZENA  reappears to place 

cutouts of the family on stage] They stayed, of course! [Exit, curtain] 
 

end of Act I 
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Act II 
scene 1 

 

Enter MARZENA, stage left, carrying shopping bags. She takes them 
over to  the kitchen door and throws them unceremoniously through. 
Optional breaking and smashing noises, of which she takes no notice. 
She addresses the audience, in a distinctly disgruntled mood. 

 

MARZENA: So much for “go to local shops, cook something, add personal touches” — all shops 
now Polish, all ingredients like at home, all touches same old same old! New life, ma airse! 

 

 Is getting worser, and faster. Every time property come on market, Narcyz snap it up to rent 
to Poles. As more Poles move here, more locals move out. Some set up community in 
bloody Miasteczko, with ‘cheep’ shop and Scottish theme pub. I don’t blame. Here not is 
like their home town any more — is bloody like mine! Some Scottish people so desperate 
to get away, they move to England! 

 

Now Narcyz tell me his business partner, Przemysłav Dupkiemski, come here with ‘special 
guest’. Who can special guest for business person be? Alan Sugar? Dragon from Den? Yes 
I know crazy British tv. Laugh at rich ‘losers’ from comfort of minimum wage sofa. 

 
Knock at door. When MARZENA opens it, we see PRZEMYSŁAV 

DUPKIEMSKI and OLIWIA BEZDUSZNIK, pillars of the Miasteczko 
business community. 

 
 Come in, Przemysłav, I’ve been expecting you. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Really? Today? 
MARZENA: Really. Any day. I seem to be expecting all the time. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: You’re expecting?! Your sister will be pleased. 
MARZENA: God, no, not like that! I mean I live in a constant state of expectation that yet another 

of the people I came here to escape from will come through that door, climb through the 
windows, appear up through the plughole … 

PRZEMYSŁAV: Well, so you should. This move of yours really has proved to be an excellent 
opportunity for a lot of people. Business people and the common folk we serve. 

MARZENA: Ah, the Polish language has changed since I left? ‘Rip off’ is now pronounced ‘serve’? 
OLIWIA : Oh the naïve and blinkered idealism of the young: just as you said, Przemko, but a bright 

and articulate girl, that’s clear. 
MARZENA: And this paragon of the patronising must be your mystery guest. You can leave 

without introductions if you prefer. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: [laughs] Always the same Marzena wit, eh? This, young lady, is Oliwia 

Bezdusznik, head of the Miasteczko Chamber of Commerce. 
MARZENA: Chamber of what? Miasteczko has a Chamber of Commerce?! A town that size, with 

five shops and a woodcutter plus three bars — all owned by the same guy.  
OLIWIA : So out of touch, politically and socially!  Commerce is not all factories and warehouses 

any more, you know. So much of it is carried out from rooms in people’s homes, using 
their laptop and a sprinkling of initiative these days. With a bit of effort and motivation, 
even you could be a successful dot commer, my dear — if you can stop looking at the 
world through those pinko-tinted glasses. 

PRZEMYSŁAV: Or you could do well for yourself ‘in the field’, as it were: even in a virtual world, 
there’s a lot to be said for person-to-person contact … 

MARZENA: Thank heaven for small mercies — I’m not keen for the geek to inherit the Earth. 
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OLIWIA : I’m sorry, is that a joke? 
MARZENA: Oh shit, sorry, no. That one doesn’t work in Polish either. I must be going native. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Which may be a good thing. We need someone on the ground who really knows 

the place, the Scottish community. 
MARZENA: That may be a problem; I’m not sure I know where to find them any more! 
OLIWIA : Ha ha, very funny, there are a lot of Polish here already, I know. But, seriously, that’s 

why they and the older community need liaison officers, coordinators, points of contact.  
PRZEMYSŁAV: What Oliwia is trying to say is that we have been speaking with the councillors 

from here, and it has been agreed that the two towns should be officially twinned! 
MARZENA: Oh, fucking great! 
OLIWIA : Yes, it’s true. Wonderful isn’t it? It’s more than just a token gesture, it helps us qualify 

for all sorts of grants and makes it easier to work on the infrastructure. Communications 
especially. One of the local bigwigs tells me he has some useful contacts to develop our 
idea of improving links to Edinburgh by introducing a tram system between here and the 
airport. 

MARZENA: Best of luck with that! 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Thank you, Marzena. You see, Oliwka, she does see sense, when she drops the 

radical artist act. Honestly, it’s a brilliant idea. Local people are already taking advantage of 
Narcyz’ special deals and forming business links or simply holidaying in the Polish 
countryside, just as Poles are happy to find jobs and homes here through me. It’s a 
win/win/win situation — each market stimulates the other and, as with all good marketing, 
if one person gets rich, everybody gets rich. 

MARZENA: Yeah, just by buying and selling to each other, magical extra money appears in 
economy. Like Mark Twain said, of course, old ladies scraping a living by taking in each 
other’s washing. 

OLIWIA : Not quite. They take in washing from a wider area than that — and they buy the 
washing machines from us at best prices. 

PRZEMYSŁAV: Metaphorically. We don’t actually deal in washing machines. 
MARZENA: Or kitchen sinks? You surprise me.  
OLIWIA : Not yet, anyway. 
MARZENA: Oh, you will, Oliwia, you will. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Ah, you’re incorrigible! But we’re still grateful. It was your move that started all 

this, and even if you don’t want to be involved directly in success or progress, we won’t be 
backward in expressing our gratitude in various little ways. 

OLIWIA : If only in special deals and discounts — [laughs] the best washing machines at the 
lowest prices!  

PRZEMYSŁAV: Maybe the freedom of the town. 
MARZENA: Freedom?! I think that is what these people [indicates audience] would call ‘dramatic 

irony’! 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Well, think it over, that’s all. We have to get on now, meetings to go to, palms to 

grease. No rest for the wicked capitalist bastards, you know. 
 

Exit PRZEMYSŁAV and OLIWIA, laughing good-naturedly. 
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scene 2 

 
continues from scene 1, though time has passed.  

 
MARZENA: [to audience] So now, every time I come back on bus, I see “Weeton: twinned with 

Miastezcko, Poland” on sign by road. As if any need for reminder when I recognise most of 
people! [knock on door] Crivvens, not here come more new peoples?! [as door opens] No. 
Old peoples! 

 
Enter NARCYZ and MAMA. 

 
NARCYZ:  Less of the ‘old’, you! [general greetings, embraces] 
MAMA : Hello dear, isn’t it wonderful, this special connection to home… 
MARZENA: …in case most of the population living here isn’t quite enough?. 
NARCYZ:  That’s a fact, but look how well they’re doing for themselves.  
MAMA : Most of them, anyway. 
MARZENA: Hint, hint? 
MAMA : Well, it seems you’ve been here the longest and it’s like you’re the only one without 

anything special in the way of work, just scraping by in that café in Edinburgh and a bit of 
bar work … 

MARZENA: … which suits me just fine. What I most need is some peace and quiet to get started 
on the things I really want to do. 

MAMA : Oh so sweet, still going to be the famous artist? 
MARZENA: I’d like to think so, if you’d all just give me the chance. Wouldn’t you be proud if I 

did, if you got to see your little girl on telly? 
MAMA : Oh I don’t know, dear, I don’t think fame’s for the likes of us, all those parties, drugs, the 

pepperoni … 
NARCYZ:  Papparazzi. 
MAMA : …and them; your life wouldn’t be your own. 
MARZENA: Oh good, more irony, I thought we might have run out. 
NARCYZ:  Don’t be so sarcastic to your mother. 
MAMA : Don’t worry about me, Narcyz, you get used to being unappreciated. Just wait till your 

little ones grow up. At least you and Maryla have given Father and me some grandchildren. 
MARZENA: Oh good. Work and now babies, almost the full set. Were you planning to miss out 

the missing boyfriend routine this time? 
NARCYZ:  On the contrary! That’s just what I wanted to talk to you about. 
MAMA : Yes dear, Narcyz has this wonderful site on the internet, not that I understand any of it 

but it can find you the best boys with the best prospects either here or back home and … 
MARZENA: Oh for pity’s sake, Mum! If I don’t have a boyfriend at the moment, it’s because I 

don’t want one. Despite all appearances and how it’s turning out, I cam here to find some 
space and do my own stuff. It’s hard enough keeping Rostek out of my hair. [indicates 
cutout] Right now, I don’t need some sweaty, boozy moron hanging round me and 
slobbering over me while I try to come up with fascinating or meaningful ideas and turn 
them into paintings or books.  

NARCYZ:  The only meaningful ideas are the ones that put food on your table and a roof over 
your head, if you ask me. 

MARZENA: Which is probably one reason why I didn’t. And also a reason why I wouldn’t ask you 
to use some dressed-up random number generator to find me the ‘perfect’ match! 

NARCYZ:  Ah, but that’s the point. I won’t deny that in normal use, the biglovepoles website … 
MARZENA: What? You’ve called it what? Big love poles?! 
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NARCYZ:  Dot com, yes. Is anything wrong with that? 
MARZENA: [stifling a laugh] No, no; it’s perfect. Do go on. 
NARCYZ: Well, like I was saying, the site does pretty much rely on sending anybody’s details to 

all users and letting nature take its course or more likely not. That way they come back for 
more and spend more time and money with us and our advertisers, and we don’t have to 
waste time on complex programming that makes little difference anyway.  All this stuff 
about being able to predict compatibility by matching interests is obviously nonsense. 
We’ve all known couples who seem to have nothing in common and live happily together 
for decades, while matches made in heaven sometimes end in one partner violently sending 
the other there in advance. And anyway, when 90% of the male clients list football and beer, 
it’s hard to match them to girls who list gossip and shopping. 

MAMA : Well, it all sounds very confusing to me, but anyway, Narcyz has a special plan for you, 
dear. 

MARZENA: Not a special plan that involves going away and leaving me in peace, I don’t suppose? 
NARCYZ:  Better than that. Not only have I already created an account for you totally free … yes, 

we’re waiving all your fees for as long as it takes … but your mother, your sister and I will 
personally vet all the applicants before we put them in touch with you — which they’ll 
never know. 

MAMA : He says we can tell them you’re a 95% match for them, whatever that means. 
NARCYZ:  And whatever the actual results might have been! 
MARZENA: Let me get this straight.  Even if I was interested in settling down, what you’re 

offering me is a carefully vetted selection, of the sort of people my family — not me, I 
notice — think is right for me, chosen from the very same losers I moved two thousand 
kilometers to get away from?! 

NARCYZ:  Not quite that far … and they may be the same people but thanks to you, and thanks to 
all the prospects we found them by moving here, not quite such losers, either. 

MAMA : You see? You’ve helped a lot of people get on, a lot of people have been able to settle 
down in a new place, start families, so why not my little girl, why can’t she find happiness 
and make her old Mama a happier woman too? 

MARZENA: Oh good grief! All right, let me think about it. [pause, perhaps with exaggerated 
‘thinking’ pose]. OK, I’ve thought about it. I think … I’d like you both to go away and 
leave me in peace! [begins to shepherd them to the door] 

MAMA : Oh, of all the ungrateful … 
NARCYZ:  You were right Mama, a waste of time. 
MAMA : At least we tried … 
NARCYZ:  And the offer will still be open if you ever see sens… 
MARZENA: Good bye!   
 

exeunt MAMA.and NARCYZ, optionally being seen to disappear behind 
their cardboard representatives before changing for scene 3. 
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scene 3 
 
MARZENA: What is it with these small-town people? Like I say, I small town too, I like small 

community, how come I have different view? Small town doesn’t have to mean small mind, 
surely? Nobody listen to what I say, I might as well be talking to cardboard cutout! 

 
Enter PRZEMYSŁAV and OLIWIA possibly from behind their cutouts. 

 
OLIWIA : Great news, Marzena! 
MARZENA: Er … who let you in? [to audience] More magic of theatre? 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Three pieces of great news, even! 
OLIWIA : Congratulate us! Przemysłav and I are going to get married! 
MARZENA: Oh, good for you. You can raise a whole family of business interests together! 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Oh, we fully intend to. 
OLIWIA : And that’s not all … 
MARZENA: It wouldn’t be, if there are three things. I learned to count back in Poland, you know. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: And not even your smartarse answers can dampen our joy, young lady. As you 

know, since you made your move, more and more people from back home have discovered 
that a change is better than a rest, that Scotland offers them all sorts of opportunities and 
have made their homes here. 

OLIWIA : So many, in fact, that there’s hardly any of them left in Poland … 
PRZEMYSŁAV: … and a lot of the locals here have been stimulated by our example to make a 

fresh start elsewhere. 
OLIWIA : So guess what? 
MARZENA: I’m too scared even to try. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Well, we just came from a council meeting … 
OLIWIA : … where it was unanimously agreed that this town should be renamed forthwith … 
MARZENA: Forthwith?! That’s the stupidest name I’ve ever heard! 
OLIWIA : Don’t be so silly. Not renamed ‘Forthwith’; renamed as of now…  
PRZEMYSŁAV: … and that my darling Oliwka here, is to be the first lady mayoress of Miastezcko, 

Scotland! 
MARZENA: [collapses into a chair] I don’t know what to say.   
PRZEMYSŁAV: Wonderful, isn’t it? 
OLIWIA : We thought you’d be impressed. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: So we’re off to celebrate with a pierogi supper at Bar Bigos, under Narcyz’ flat. 
MARZENA: Bar Bigos? I thought he lived over the ‘cheep’ shop? Has he moved? 
OLIWIA : Ha ha, no, it’s the same place, just different food. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Good honest Polish food. Our people never took to Scots pies, let alone deep fried 

Mars Bars. 
OLIWIA : Anyway, we’d be delighted if you’d join us. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Yes; in truth you ought to be the guest of honour. 
MARZENA: [defeated] If it’s all the same to you, I’d rather not. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: Maryla said you wouldn’t but we had to offer. 
OLIWIA : It’ll all be great, even for you, I’m sure. One day, you’ll see what a great move you 

made, I promise. 
MARZENA: Really? It’s not easy to see how, just now. But you two have a lovely evening and 

give my regards to all your business chums. 
PRZEMYSŁAV: We will. Look after yourself, ok? 
 

Exit PRZEMYSŁAV and OLIWIA,with farewells ad-lib, possibly behind 
their cutouts. 
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scene 4 

 
MARZENA: I will never be writer; I don’t have left any words. Begin to think never be anything, if 

I don’t find some space soon. Oh, this all so fucking ridiculous! Is getting like surrealist 
nightmare, like cheap absurdist drama! 

 
Enter RUTA and ROSTEK, possibly from behind their cutouts. ROSTEK is 
pulling a cutout of a rather drippy-looking girl. 

 
RUTA: Hey, sweetie, have you heard the news? You’re back in Miastezcko! How cool is that? 
MARZENA: Cool is not exactly the phrase I had in mind. 
ROSTEK: But now it’s just like home, but with less freezing winters and better career prospects. 
MARZENA: Until the economy collapses, but I suppose reading the papers might spoil the joy. 
RUTA: Oh, you’re just a wet blanket about everything — which I guess makes the old 

Miastezcko complete. 
ROSTEK: [to his cutout ‘girlfriend’] See what we mean? 
MARZENA: Hello? I’m not sure, but are there three or four of us in the room? 
ROSTEK: Oh yeah, I’m sorry, this is my girlfriend, Blanka. We met through Narcyz’ site, 

biglovepoles.com. Blanka, meet Marzena. [stage whisper] So I’ll be out of your hair now 
— sorry about all that shit before, don’t know what got into me. 

MARZENA: No worries; I often couldn’t tell what got into me, either. [ROSTEK looks puzzled, not 
sure if this is an insult] 

RUTA: Hey, Marzetka, you should give biglovepoles a go. I’ve signed up — though I must admit 
I’ve met some real saddos so far … 

MARZENA: Let’s not go there, Rutka, dear; I already had all the sales talk from the man himself. 
As long as the rest of your life is OK, I reckon romance will come along when it’s ready. 
Or do I? 

RUTA: Well, yeah, things ain’t so bad, I guess.  
MARZENA: So how’s the job going at Nudnik i Dupkiemski? 
RUTA: OK. It brings in the money. Not much money at that, but it pays the rent. Though 

Przemysłav expects a lot of unpaid overtime. 
MARZENA: Of course. Sports cars don’t pay for themselves, you know. Oh well, the work may be 

dull, but the hours are plentiful. 
RUTA: Don’t joke about it! What I really need right now is a fun night out, take my mind off it. 
MARZENA: I’d say what you really need is a fairer employer in a fairer society. 
RUTA: That’s easy for you to say, you can’t even be arsed to look for a proper job! 
MARZENA: Hey! In what way is serving coffee less ‘proper’ than being some jerk’s dogsbody? 
ROSTEK: For fuck’s sake, you two. If you’re going to start that again, we’re off, eh, Blanka? 
MARZENA: Yeah, you’re right, Ross. [hugs RUTA] Sorry, kiddo. Come to think of it, that ‘fun 

night out’ solution has a lot going for it; I think the doctor prescribes us a dose each. The 
revolution can wait — on one condition. 

RUTA: [worried] Which is?  
MARZENA: That our itinerary at no point involves calling in at Bar Bigos for our glorious new 

leader’s gloat-fest. 
RUTA: Ha ha, no problemo! I see enough of those guys all day. In fact, I think Maryla might like 

to join us too, if she can escape. What say we make it a big-time girly night? 
MARZENA: Oh yes, sounds good. Ah. One more condition then — nobody is allowed, however 

rat-arsed they might get, to say “this is just like the good old days back home”! 
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ROSTEK: That might be tricky, with the choice being Wojtek’s or Barbarzyńca. 
MARZENA: At least that’s called ’The Barbarian Club’ over here. 
RUTA: Not any more it isn’t. 
MARZENA: Oh shit, no! Can’t we just get out of here altogether? Let’s go up to the Burgh and 

really go for it! 
RUTA: I don’t know. The last bus is so late and the taxis cost so … 
MARZENA: Come on; just this once? 
RUTA: Well, I would, but Narcyz wants me to go in early in the morning and … 
MARZENA: The morning? Tomorrow’s the weekend! 
RUTA: I know, I know, but he says these are difficult times 
MARZENA: Yeah, yeah; all his suits and cars tell the same story. I give up. Weeton it is. Starting 

at the pub, I suppose? 
ROSTEK: I’ll be happy starting and staying there. 
RUTA: Did we invite you? Do you qualify as ‘girly’ now. Has Blanka done what Marzetka 

threatened to? You can come with us Blanka. How about it?  
 

RUTA and ROSTEK from here are mainly addressing the cutouts of 
Blanka and MARYLA. Their responses are imagined, time left for each 
while the other ‘real’ person is speaking and tempers getting frayed. 

 
ROSTEK: [to ‘Blanka’] You want me to come along, don’t you? 
RUTA: [to ‘MARYLA’, with phone to ear] No, not at all. Just sneak out and join us.  
ROSTEK: Well we can go back to my place, just the two of us. 
RUTA: No, I think we’d rather do the girly thing, I fancy a good dance at Barbarz…. 
ROSTEK: Well, what am I going to do while you’re out on the piss? 
RUTA: That’s up to you. Marzena wants to go up town of course, but …  
ROSTEK: Sod you then you bitch I’ll go out with my mates. 
RUTA: Just what I said. Let’s just get drinking and see how it … 
ROSTEK: You can be so boring sometimes! Marzena was a lot more fun. 
RUTA: Yeah, but I don’t think she’ll appreciate you trying to run the whole show. 
ROSTEK: Fuck me, I only want to come along for a few drinks with you, is that so much to ask? 
 

Voices get slightly quieter, as MARZENA looks to audience with a 
bemused expression .The arguments continue in mime or very quietly 
ad-lib when MARZENA next speaks. 

 
RUTA: Look, do you want to come for a few drinks and a fun night or do you want to throw your 

weight around? We have our own troubles to drown, we don’t need the frustrated wifey 
act … 

ROSTEK: All right, go out with your boring girlie friends. I might just see if there’s anyone else 
out there who’d appreciate a good time with a guy. 

RUTA: Don’t be like that. I’m sorry, just come along and we can all have a good bitch about life, 
eh? 

ROSTEK: Right! Just don’t think you can come knocking on my door in the wee hours, when 
you’re all tired and emotional again, OK? 
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MARZENA: [steps forward; to audience] Help for me, Bobby! You notice, of course, plan for new 

life ‘gang totally fucking agley’, like your poet say. Clever man, Robercik Burns. No 
writing done, no art, no space, no chance. Already feel suffocated like before, same old shit, 
same old demand and expectation. Give up, Marzena. At least give up here. 
 

MARZENA threads her way through the ‘crowd’ of cutouts, while the 
others are still ‘arguing’.  She picks up the suitcase with which she 
began the play and comes back to stage front. 

 
I have to go to new place, maybe try again. At least, just like before, everybody wrapped up 
in own small-town lives, of course. Maybe nobody notice I just sneak away. Maybe move 
near to Oslo — or Dublin? Even near Prague — or other continent entirely. What life is 
like on Tierra del Fuego? 
 
[sighs] Goodbye, Scotland, been nice to know you — before you start turn into Poland! Do 
vizenia, peoples! [exit, surreptitiously] 

 
RUTA: [seeing her going, grabs a bag and follows] Hey!  Marzena! Wait for me! 
 

 
 
 

curtain 
 

 
 
Act I — 27 min 
Act II – 20 min 
Total roughly 45-50min 

 
 
 

20th February 2012
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notes 
 
The cutouts could also be done via projections onto various white spaces. They could even move around, rather than 
being stills. The claustrophobic aspect is still best served by physical objects, especially when Marzena has to weave 
between them to get her suitcase at the end. 
Obviously these can be printed from photos of the characters, or it may be preferred to make them cartoon versions. 
Either way, it is essential that all characters have distinctive dress or something to make it reasonable clear which 
cutout is which.  Perhaps an abstract version could be done with shop dummies or even just coat hangers on frames, 
where the clothes are hung there as the actors change out of them, then brought on stage. 
 
Where and how actors transform may be of necessity in the public view, in some smaller fringe venues. Try to make a 
virtue of this and any other necessities. 
 
 
 
 
 
glossary: names 
 
Many of the names are chosen to be relevant in some jokey way. The town names both mean small town and the 
personal names are derived from or contrived to represent certain characteristics. 
 
Marzena Dreamer or dreamed one 
 
Ruta from Greek Rhouth, meaning a female friend. 
 
Rostek pet form of Rościsław, meaning ‘usurper of glory’ 
  
Maryla  pet form of Maria from the Greek signifying ‘obstinate’ 
Narcyz  a form of Narcissus, really meaning ‘numbness/sleep’ but also implying self-loving 
Nudnik a nudnik is an obtuse, stupid person in Yiddish, nudny = boring in Polish 
 
Przemysław from an old Polish world for ‘cunning’ 
Dupkiemski dupkiem = ‘arsehole’ 
 
Oliwia possibly meaning ‘elf army’ (ie an invasion) but also the suggestion of olive branch 
Bezdusznik bezduszny = ‘soulless’ 
 
Blanka =’white’ — a blank slate  

 

 

 


